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Dad’s Day Sea Prints 
Recipe Courtesy of Gare, Inc.  
 
Ingredients 
Item # 1601 Classic Rim Dinner Plate 
Item # 4106 I Love Dad Mug 
Item #8143 Turtle Bisquie  
 
Colors: 
FS-2305 Blue Heaven 
FS-2366 Happy Trails 
FS-2314 Black Lab 
FS-2336 Wineona 
FS-2341 Kermit 
FS-2373 Key Lime Pie 
FS-2387 Pool Party 
FS-2390 Orange Crush 
FS-2392 Rockin Red 
BD-2300 Bumpy Snow 
 
Brushes and other materials: 
# 8 Round Brush (6506) 
# 6 Round Brush (6505) 
# 3/0 Detail Brush (6520) 
Fun Writer for Black Lab, Rockin Red, Orange Crush and Kermit 
Sponge 
 
Directions 
Step 1- Using the # 8 round brush, apply a light wash of Pool Party to the center 
of the plate and the outside of the mug excluding the handle. Sponge 3 coats of 
Blue Heaven to the rim of the plate.   Using the # 6 round brush, apply 3 coats of 
Wineona to the inside of the mug, handle of the mug, and letters “I” and “DAD”.  
Apply 3 coats of Rockin Red to the heart on the mug.  
Step 2- Use a child’s hand print for fish in the center of the plate and a finger 
print on the mug for the small fish to the right of the letter “I”. 
Step 3- Using the Fun Writer with Black Lab, outline the fish, the hook with 
fishing line on the mug and plate, and the Happy Father’s Day letters on the rim 
of the plate. Use a sponge to do a rim of Wineona to the edge of the plate. 
Step 4- Using the Fun Writer filled bottles, apply the sea plants using Kermit, 
Rockin Red and Orange Crush as seen in the photo. 
Step 5-Use the # 6 round brush to apply 3 coats of Key Lime Pie to the turtles 
body. Apply 3 coats of Happy Trails to the entire shell. Using the Fun Writer with 
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Kermit apply markings on the shell. Use the detail brush to apply the eyes to the 
turtle. 
Step 6- Using the Bumpy Snow, apply some bubbles running up the mug and the 
plate.  
Step 7- Dip all pieces into Dazzle Dip Clear Glaze and fire to cone 06. Dip turtle 
bisquie separately and sit on the plate and fire together or epoxy to plate after 
firing. 
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